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a b s t r a c t
Amulti-armed bandit problem is a search problemonwhich a learning agentmust select the optimal arm
among multiple slot machines generating random rewards. UCB algorithm is one of the most popular
methods to solvemulti-armedbandit problems. It achieves logarithmic regret performance by coordinat-
ing balance between exploration and exploitation. Since UCB algorithms, researchers have empirically
known that optimistic value functions exhibit good performance in multi-armed bandit problems. The
terms optimistic or optimism might suggest that the value function is sufﬁciently larger than the sample
mean of rewards. The ﬁrst deﬁnition of UCB algorithm is focused on the optimization of regret, and it
is not directly based on the optimism of a value function. We need to think the reason why the opti-
mism derives good performance in multi-armed bandit problems. In the present article, we propose a
new method, which is called Overtaking method, to solve multi-armed bandit problems. The value func-
tion of the proposed method is deﬁned as an upper bound of a conﬁdence interval with respect to an
estimator of expected value of reward: the value function asymptotically approaches to the expected
value of reward from the upper bound. If the value function is larger than the expected value under the
asymptote, then the learning agent is almost sure to be able to obtain the optimal arm. This structure
is called sand-sifter mechanism, which has no regrowth of value function of suboptimal arms. It means
that the learning agent can play only the current best arm in each time step. Consequently the proposed
method achieves high accuracy rate and low regret and some value functions of it can outperform UCB
algorithms. This study suggests the advantage of optimism of agents in uncertain environment by one of
the simplest frameworks.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC. Introduction
Reinforcement learning is a type of machine learning which
s based on maximization of total rewards (Sutton and Barto,
998). A reinforcement learning agent adapts to environment
hrough trial and error based on a policy of the agent. It can
now only rewards which are implicit information for the agent
n the environment, although a supervised learning agent is given
rue/false as supervisory signals which are explicit instruction
or agent behavior. Such uncertainty of the environment derives
he exploration–exploitation dilemma which is a decision tradeoff
∗ Corresponding author at: School of Science and Engineering, Tokyo Denki Uni-
ersity, Ishizaka, Hatoyama, Hiki, Saitama, Japan. Tel.: +81 80 1236 2612.
E-mail addresses: kamiura@mail.dendai.ac.jp, moto@goo.jp (M. Kamiura).
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biosystems.2015.06.009
303-2647/© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ireland Ltd. This is an open access
c-nd/4.0/).BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
between searching for a better action (i.e. exploration) and taking
a temporally selected action as the current optimal solution (i.e.
exploitation).Most of the reinforcement learningmethods attempt
to provide an optimal balance between exploration and exploita-
tion, to achieve quick and accurate learning.
A multi-armed bandit problem, the importance of which was
realized by Robbins (1952), is one of simple tasks on reinforcement
learning. It is illustrated as a search problem on which an agent
must select the best arm among multiple slot machines generating
random rewards. Selecting an arm and playing it imply an action
in reinforcement learning. The exploration and exploitation in the
picture of slot machines corresponds to searching for the best arm
and playing the current best arm.Multi-armed bandit problems are
used in a wide range of applications: e.g. as formulation of pay-
per-click auctions for internet advertising (Babaioff et al., 2009;
Devanur and Kakade, 2009) or of Go game situations (Gelly and
article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-
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ang, 2006; Gelly et al., 2006), as a task for cognitively inspired
euristics (Oyo and Takahashi, 2013) or for models of human cog-
ition (Shinohara et al., 2007; Takahashi et al., 2010), etc.
The seminal paper of Lai and Robbins (1985) proposed using
inimization of the regret instead of maximization of the total
ewards in a multi-armed bandit problem. Besides they show that
he lower bound of the regret grows at logarithmic order of n when
he regret grows at polynomial order of n for each arm, where n
s the total number of plays (i.e. THEOREM1 in Lai and Robbins
1985)). UCB algorithm which was proposed by Auer et al. (2002)
s one of the most popular methods to solve multi-armed bandit
roblems. Auer et al. deﬁne a value function of UCB algorithm by
he sumof a samplemean of rewards and an additional termwhich
epends on
√
ln n. They also propose some variants of UCB, the dif-
erences of that appear in their additional terms which are based
n distributions of rewards (Auer et al., 2002). UCB algorithm is
xtended and is used in many applied problems (Gelly and Wang,
006; Gelly et al., 2006; Sturtevant, 2008).
One of the most important features of UCB algorithm is asymp-
otical achievability of logarithmic regret. UCB algorithm achieves
he order of the lower bound of the regret growth shown by Lai and
obbins (1985). Inheriting the feature of Lai and Robbins (1985)
nd Auer et al. (2002), some researchers advanced mathematically
igorous analyses of UCB algorithms (Audibert et al., 2009; Bubeck
t al., 2011; Bubeck and Cesa-Bianchi, 2012; Salomon andAudibert,
014).
These solutions based on regret analysesmight have the follow-
ng blind spot as the approaches to multi-armed bandit problems.
he results provided by the UCB algorithms seem to be robust
ince they underlay the THEOREM1 in Lai and Robbins (1985). If
e attempt to provide a solver which can outperform UCB algo-
ithms inmulti-armed bandit problems, thenwemight have to pay
ttention to the assumption of the THEOREM1 in Lai and Robbins
1985)which says that the regret grows at polynomial order ofn for
ach slot machine. This assumption implies that suboptimal solu-
ions (i.e. selecting ineffectual machines) are never ignored. UCB
lgorithm achieves the logarithmic regret performance through
alance between exploration and exploitation. It does not forsake
uboptimal solutions and does not stop exploring.
Since UCB algorithms, researchers have empirically known that
ptimistic value functions exhibit good performance in multi-
rmed bandit problems. The terms optimistic or optimism might
uggest that the value function is sufﬁciently larger than the sam-
le mean of rewards although they were primarily non-technical
erms. The ﬁrst deﬁnition of UCB algorithm is focused on the opti-
ization of regret, as the above, and it is not directly based on the
ptimism of a value function, although UCB algorithm implicitly
ncludes the aspect of the optimistic value function. We need to
hink the reason why the optimism derives good performance in
ulti-armed bandit problems.
In the present study,wepropose an alternativemethodology for
multi-armed bandit problem. We call the new multi-armed ban-
it algorithm Overtaking method. The learning agent of Overtaking
ethod can eventually ﬁnd an optimal arm with a given proba-
ility which we call guarantee probability. Overtaking method is
ased on a mechanism to discard losing arms and to prune worse
hoices for a learning agent: i.e. this method is not based on the
HEOREM1 in Lai and Robbins (1985). This structure is called sand-
iftermechanism, inwhich regrowthof value functionof suboptimal
rms does not arise. The learning agent can play only the current
est arm in each time step. Some of the proposed methods can
veragely outperform UCB algorithms in terms of regret and accu-
acy rate. In the previous paper (Ochi and Kamiura, 2013), we have
lready shown brief ideas of Overtaking method and numerical
xperiments for some problems on normally-distributed rewards.
n the present paper, we show the detail of Overtaking methodems 135 (2015) 55–65
and test the performance of this method numerically. We con-
sider two cases for multi-armed bandit problem, differing in the
range of reward value; one is normal case which implies a task
with normally-distributed rewards, the other is binary case which
implies a task with Bernoulli-distributed rewards. In Section 2, we
explain the outline and the general formula of Overtaking method.
In addition, we deﬁne a class of multi-armed bandit problems and
describe a main theorem expressing sand-sifter mechanism which
provides a basis for Overtaking method. In Section 3, we deﬁne the
concrete value functions of Overtaking method, to use the numer-
ical experiments which consist of the normal cases and the binary
cases. In Section 4, the conﬁgurationsof thenumerical experiments
are given. The results are shown with analyses of them. Finally the
conclusions are given.
Biologically, the optimism bias is known as a cognitive bias in
higher brain functions (Fox, 2012; Shepperd et al., 2002). Our study
suggests that “optimism” has important effects not only in a higher
brain function but also in amulti-armed bandit agent as a primitive
learningmechanism. Inmulti-armed bandit problems, the learning
agent must select an arm with maximum expected reward as soon
as possible, to maximize the total reward which the agent obtains.
The expected reward estimated optimistically as the value function
enhances the compatibility between exploration and exploitation:
i.e. optimism of a multi-armed bandit agent has substance as a sta-
tistical mechanism. Optimism might have importance in multiple
layer of cognition and learning.
2. Overtaking method
2.1. Outline of method
The theorem described in the following section implies that
the learning agent can ﬁnd the optimal arm if it makes the value
function approach from the upper side of the expected value. A
value function for Overtaking method consists of the following two
terms to hold the above features: the ﬁrst term is a sample mean of
rewards and the second term is a buffering factor to keep the value
function on the upper side of the expected value. It means that the
value function is optimistic.
The Convergence Condition in the theorem requires that the
value function almost surely converge to the expected value. Based
on the condition, the value function is conﬁgured as an estimator
of the expected value of the rewards. According to the strong law of
large numbers, the ﬁrst term of the value function which is a sam-
ple mean of iid random variables almost surely converges to the
expected value of rewards. We need to conﬁgure the second term
which almost surely converges to zero.
Moreover, with respect to the Overtaking Condition in the theo-
rem, the value function of the optimal arm a* has to be on the upper
side of the expected value of the arm a*. The learning agent does not
knowwhich arm is the optimal, thuswemake every value function
be on the upper side of each expected value in our method. We say
“a value function overtakes an expected value” for such a situation
which probabilistically occurs.
The Overtaking Condition is clearly distinguished from the opti-
mism of the value function. The former implies that the value
function is probabilistically larger than the expected value of
rewards, and the latter implies that the value function is larger than
the sample mean of rewards.
Probability on a value function Overtaking an expected value is
called guarantee probability.We, theuser ofOvertakingmethod, can
quantitatively control the guarantee probability under the above
conditions. The guarantee probability is connected to probability
to be eventually able to select an optimal solution.
Readers grasping outline of features of the proposed method,
we suggest a metaphors for it as a tower of piled sand-sifters: i.e.
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ssume k sand-sifters which are piled up in descending order of
oles. The hole of the sand-sifter on the upper side is larger than
ne on the lower side. We drop k pebbles into the top of the piled
and-sifters. The pebbles arewrapped by soil. The soil is scraped off
hrough the piled sand-sifters, and the smaller pebble drops down.
he largest pebble is left on the top of the sand-sifters, and we can
ick it up. The abovemetaphor implies the following: i.e. a hole size
f sand-sifter implies a expected value of reward of a machine. A
ebble implies amean of reward as ﬁrst term of value function. Soil
rapping a pebble implies second term of value function. Sifting
mplies playing amulti-armed bandit problem. Scraping off the soil
mplies dominantly and asymptotically approaching the expected
alue. Therefore we call this structure of Overtaking method sand-
ifter mechanism.
In UCB algorithms, each suboptimal solution is reactivated by
he effect of
√
ln n in the second term and gets to be selected again.
his mechanism is connected to the assumption of the THEOREM1
n (Lai andRobbins, 1985): i.e. UCB algorithmsnever forsake subop-
imal solutions. Bycontrast, inOvertakingmethod, eachsuboptimal
olution is gradually dropped down, and it gets to be not selected
hen the value of it gets lower than the expected value of optimal
olution: i.e. themechanism of Overtakingmethod is out of bounds
rovided by the THEOREM1 in Lai and Robbins. Consequently, the
gent based on Overtaking method can ﬁnd optimal solution with
nough high probability we can preset (i.e. guarantee probability),
nd it achieves high accuracy rate and low regret.
.2. Problem deﬁnition and basic theorem for Overtaking method
Let us deﬁne notations for multi-armed bandit problems dealt
ith in this paper: A is a set of the arms (or actions in terms of
einforcement learning) of a multi-armed bandit problem. Xa is a
andom variable expressing a reward for an arm a. We assume the
amily of PMF or PDF of Xa is known but its parameters, such as
he expected value E[Xa] =a, the variance Var[Xa] = 2a , etc, are
nknown, where the assumption is a conventional condition for
ulti-armedbanditproblems (Lai andRobbins, 1985).Avalue func-
ion for an arm a is expressedbyQa,na wherena ∈ N is thenumber of
laying an arm a. At a time step n ∈ Nwhich implies a total number
f plays n =∑a∈Ana, a learning agent with greedy policy selects a
urrent best armwhich is deﬁned as arg max
a∈A
Qa,na . A learning agent
an continue to play arms for inﬁnite time steps. In the above situ-
tion, we show the following theorem,which expresses sand-sifter
echanism, based on almost sure convergence of value function to
ach expected reward:
heorem. (Sand-sifter mechanism; Ochi-Kamiura) Let a learning
gent follow a greedy policy with respect to a value function Qa,na .
f the following two conditions are fulﬁlled, then the agent eventually
omes into choose the optimal arma*:
Convergence Condition) For all a ∈ A,
a,na
a.s.−→a (na → ∞). (1)
Overtaking Condition) For the optimal arma∗ := argmax
a∈A
a and
for allna∗ ∈ N,
a∗ ≤ Qa∗,na∗ . (2)

roof. Assume the optimal arm a∗ ∈ A and one ofmultiple subop-
imal armsb ∈ A: i.e.b < a∗ , b /= a∗.RelationbetweenQa∗ andQb
ivides the Overtaking Condition (2) into the following four cases:
b < a∗ ≤ Qa∗ ≤ Qb, (3)ems 135 (2015) 55–65 57
b < a∗ ≤ Qb ≤ Qa∗ , (4)
b ≤ Qb < a∗ ≤ Qa∗ , (5)
Qb ≤ b < a∗ ≤ Qa∗ . (6)
(i) If the condition (3) holds, then b is chosen as the current best
arm, and Qa∗,na∗ keeps a same value. Since there is the Conver-
gence Condition Qb,nb
a.s.−→b < Qa∗,na∗ (nb → ∞), thus
lim
nb→∞
Pr(Qb,nb ≤ Qa∗,na∗ ) = 1. (7)
Consequently (3) derives (4), and the current best arm changes
into the arm a*.
(ii) If the condition (4) holds, then a* is chosen as the current best
arm, and Qb,nb keeps a same value. Since there is the Conver-
gence Condition Qa∗,na∗
a.s.−→a∗ ≤ Qb,nb (na∗ → ∞), thus
lim
na∗→∞
Pr(Qa∗,na∗ ≤ Qb,nb ) = 1. (8)
Consequently (4) derives (3), and the current best arm changes
into the arm b.
iii) The above (i) and (ii) imply that the selected arm oscillates
betweena* andb. In addition, eachvalue functionalmost surely
converge to the expected values since there is the Convergence
Condition. Therefore the oscillation between (i) and (ii) derives
the following (a) or (b):
(a) If the learning agent usesQa∗,na∗ asmaxa∈A
Qa,na then the agent
chooses the optimal arm a*.
(b) Assume Qa∗ , na∗ sufﬁciently have converged to a∗ under
the Convergence Condition. If the learning agent uses Qb,nb
as max
a∈A
Qa,na then the agent choose the suboptimal arm b
and we eventually obtain
lim
nb→∞
Pr(Qb,nb < a∗ ) = 1 (9)
under the given condition b < a∗ and lim
nb→∞
Pr(b =
Qb,nb ) = 1. Consequently the agent comes into choose the
optimal arm a*.
Therefore the above situation derives (5) or (6) under the
Overtaking Condition, and and the optimal arm a* is eventually
chosen.
(iv) If the conditions (5) or (6) hold, then Qb,nb < Qa∗,na∗ and the
optimal arm a* is chosen.

2.3. Deﬁnitions of value functions
2.3.1. General formula
The Overtaking Condition (2) in the theorem needs to be mod-
iﬁed to the condition for all arms, since an learning agent cannot
know the optimal arm beforehand. Therefore the following condi-
tion for all arms is actually required:
(Overtaking Condition for all arms) For all a ∈ A and all na ∈ N,
a ≤ Qa,na . (10)
In this paper, we deﬁne optimistic as the following: i.e. the state-
ment “a value function Qa,na is optimistic” implies
¯Xa,na ≤ Qa,na , (11)
which is clearly distinguished from (10). We can deﬁne a value
function Qa,na to fulﬁll (11), however any value function Qa,na can
just fulﬁll (10) probabilistically.
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Let rewards of an arm a at time step i, {Xa,1, . . ., Xa,i, . . ., Xa,na },
e iid random variables where E[Xa] =a and V [Xa] = 2a . A value
unction of Overtaking method is deﬁned by the following, where
¯ a,na := (1/na)
∑na
i=1Xa,i is a sample mean of the rewards:
The basic form of value function of Overtaking method (12)
xhibits the optimism of the value function: i.e. X¯a,na ≤ Qa,na . For
ach a ∈ A and na ∈ N, the following value pg is called guarantee
robability;
r(Qa,na ≥ a) = pg. (15)
buffering term˛a,na is designed such that it fulﬁlls (15) for a given
g. If the expected value a of (15) is replaced by x¯a,na which is a
ariate of x¯a,na , then we obtain
r(Qa,na ≥ x¯a,na ) = p˜g, (16)
here the given value p˜g is called quasi-guarantee probability.
A speciﬁedvalue function fulﬁlling theabovedeﬁnition is imple-
ented with respect to each problem which is characterized by
istributions of rewards. In the following subsection, three types
f value functions for Overtaking method are shown. We call them
ype I, II and III. Value functions for normally-distributed rewards
re given as Type I, and ones for Bernoulli-distributed rewards are
iven as Type II and III.
.3.2. Three types of value functions for Overtaking method
First we show a basic model of value function for Overtaking
ethod, a,na , under the condition in which a variance of rewards,
[Xa] = 2a , is known by the learning agent:
a,na := X¯a,na + c
√
V [X¯a,na ] = X¯a,na + c
√
2a
na
, (17)
here ˛a,na := c
√
V [X¯a,na ] (0 < c ∈ R+), and V [X¯a,na ] = 2a /na
enerally holds for a random variable Xa.
Themodel of value functiona,na provides a basic viewof Over-
aking method: i.e. the second term parameterized by c makes the
alue function overtake the expected value. It implies the buffering
erm controlling the probability Pr(a < Qa,na ) by the parameter c.
oreover na in the denominator and the ﬁnite variance 2a in the
econd term derive almost surely convergence of the value func-
ion to the expected value. Every effective value function should
e adjusted according to a distribution of each problem, since the
asic view is based on the central limit theorem. Three types of
alue functions as the following are derived from the basic model
f value function a,na .
Type I value function: The above a,na is just amodel of a value
unction of Overtaking method because of the condition on the
nown variance of rewards. In our setting of multi-armed bandit
roblems given in the Section 2, the variance is unknown. There-
ore it must be replaced by an estimated variance in the effective
alue function deﬁned as the following:√
2a,na := X¯a,na + c
ˆa
na
, (18)
here ˆ2a is an estimator of 
2
a . The above Type I value function
mplies that Qa,na is on the upper bound of the conﬁdence intervalems 135 (2015) 55–65
of x¯a,na by the second term of Eq. (18). It will be applied to the prob-
lems with normally-distributed rewards in the following section.
Type II value function: Type II value function Qa,na is given by
a value which fulﬁlls the following conditional equation;
Qa,na = X¯a,na + c
√
V [Qa,na ]
na
. (19)
This deﬁnition requires that x¯a,na is on the lower bound of the
conﬁdence interval of Qa,na : i.e. the condition (19) implies
X¯a,na = Qa,na − c
√
V [Qa,na ]
na
. (20)
Type II value function will be applied to the problems with
Bernoulli-distributed rewards in the following section.
Type III value function:Assume that the value function Qa,na as
a variate follows a distribution which is in the same family of the
distribution of Xa,na . Under the constraint, Type III value function
Qa,na is constructed as a value which fulﬁlls Eq. (16) for the given
value of the quasi-guarantee probability p˜g .
3. Method applied to problems
3.1. Normal case: problem on normally-distributed rewards
Assume a multi-armed bandit problem with normally-
distributed rewards. For the problem, which we call normal case,
we propose two version of Type I value function.
Overtaking method for a normal case version-1 (Overtake):
The value function of Overtaking method for a normal case is given
by
Qa,na := X¯a,na + c
√
U2a,na
na
Pr(Xa,na + ca ≥ a) = pg (21)
where pg(0 <pg <1) is a guarantee probability which we can give
arbitrarily, and U2a,na := (1/na − 1)
∑na
i=1(Xi − Xna )
2 is the unbiased
estimate of reward X.
Overtaking method for a normal case version-2 (Overtake-
tuned): The value function for a normal case (21) can be improved
by information of t-distribution;
Qa,na := X¯a,na + 
√
U2a,na
na
Pr(T(na−1) ≥ −) = pg (22)
where T(na−1) := (X¯a,na − )(U2a,na/na)
−1/2
follows the t-
distribution with na −1 degrees of freedom. Note that
Pr(T(na−1) ≥ −) = Pr(T(na−1) ≤ ) in a t-distribution.
3.2. Binary case: problem on Bernoulli-distributed rewardsAssume a multi-armed bandit problem with Bernoulli-
distributed rewards: i.e. each arm provides 1 or 0 (hit or miss) as a
reward. The problem is called binary case. Based on approximation
of binomial distribution,we propose two value functionswhich are
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witched from one to the other according to na for each a. One is a
ype III value function using Poisson distribution, and the other is
Type II value function using normal distribution. How to decide
he switching condition is given in Appendix.
A Bernoulli distribution which a reward of one trial follows is
xpressed as
r(Xa,na = k) = qka(1 − qa)1−k (k ∈ {0,1}) (23)
here qa is the hit probability which arm a provides 1 as a reward
nd E[Xa,na ] = qa. Total reward by multi-trial is
a,na :=
na∑
i=1
Xa,i, (24)
nd it follows the following binomial distribution;
r(Ya,na = k) = naCk qka(1 − qa)na−k (0 ≤ k ≤ na). (25)
The cumulative distribution of it is expressed as
r(Ya,na ≤ k) =
	k
∑
i=0
naCi q
i
a(1 − qa)na−i, (26)
here 	k
 := max{n ∈ Z|n ≤ k} is a ﬂoor function. The probability
25) can be also expressed as
r
(
X¯a,na ≤
k
na
)
= Pr(Ya,na ≤ k), (27)
here a sample mean of rewards X¯a,na = Ya,na/na also implies an
mpirical probability of hits in a binary case. When a mean of
ewards qa is replaced by some estimate qˆa, the probability of
¯ a,na ≤ x¯a,na is approximated as the following:
r(X¯a,na ≤ x¯a,na ) =
	nax¯a,na 
∑
i=0
naCi qˆ
i
a(1 − qˆa)na−i. (28)
Moreover, let Qa,na also follow the binomial distribution in
hich ˆ is regarded as the estimate of E[Qa,na ]. Therefore we obtain
r(Qa,na ≤ x¯a,na ) =
	nax¯a,na 
∑
i=0
naCi ˆ
i
a(1 − ˆa)
na−i
. (29)
Overtaking method for a binary case with Poisson approx-
mation: When the binomial distribution of the rewards can be
pproximated as a Poisson distribution, the following distribution
s derived from (29):
r(Qa,na ≤ x¯a,na ) =
	nax¯a,na 
∑
i=0
ˆia · e−ˆa
i!
. (30)
The expected value of rewards, a, is replaced by x¯a,na in (16),
nd  of (30) is also formally replaced by
ˆa := x¯a,na + ˛a,na , (31)
here ˛a,na is an undetermined positive real value. The equation of
hequasi-guaranteeprobability isPr(Qa,na ≥ x¯a,na ) = 1 − Pr(Qa,na ≤
¯a,na ) = p˜g , therefore we obtain the following equation,
nax¯a,na 
∑
i=0
(x¯a,na + ˆ˛ a,na )i · e−(x¯a,na+ ˆ˛ a,na )
i!
= 1 − p˜g, (32)
here ˆ˛ a,na is the valuewhich fulﬁlls the conditional equation (32).
t is solved numerically but not analytically. Eventually we obtain
he Type III value function Qa,na which is updated bya,na = x¯a,na + ˆ˛ a,na . (33)
Overtaking method for a binary case with normal approx-
mation: When the binomial distribution of the rewards can beems 135 (2015) 55–65 59
approximated as a normal distribution, the following equation
which gives a Type II value function is derived from (20):
X¯a,na = Qa,na − c
√
Qa,na (1 − Qa,na )
na
. (34)
It implies that x¯a,na is regarded as the lower boundof the conﬁdence
interval of Qa,na . Note that the variance of Qa,na , Qa,na (1 − Qa,na ), is
given as oneof thebinomial distributions, although thedistribution
of Qa,na is unknown in advance. If Eq. (34) is solved for x¯a,na then
we obtain the following equation by which the value of Qa,na is
determined:
Qa,na =
n
c2 + n X¯a,na +
c2 + c
√
c2 + 4nX¯a,na (1 − X¯a,na )
2(c2 + n) . (35)
It is known as an upper bound of Wilson conﬁdence inter-
val (Wilson, 1927; Agresti and Coull, 1998; Newcombe, 1998;
Reiczigel, 2003; Ross, 2003; Sauro and Lewis, 2005; Wallis, 2013),
and it fulﬁlls Qa,na
a.s.−→X¯a,na (na → ∞), Qa,na
a.s.−→1 (c → ∞) and 0 ≤
Qa,na ≤ 1 (∀c ∈ [0,∞), ∀na ∈ N,0 ≤ X¯a,na ≤ 1).
4. Numerical experiments
In this section, we deﬁne several numerical experiments and
show the results of them with respect to our proposed methods,
the performance of which is compared with performance of some
conventional methods as controlled experiments.
4.1. Conﬁgurations
Let us give the conﬁgurations of numerical experiments and
controlled methods used on them.
Settings of Distributions of rewards: Tables 1 and 2 show the
tasks of normal cases and binary cases. These are expressed as the
setting of the probability distribution which reward of each arm
follows in the numerical experiments. Table 1 for the normal cases
gives the normal distribution Xa∼N(a,2a ) for arm a, and Table 2
for the binary cases gives the value of the hit probability qa for arm
a. The right side column in each table shows the number of plays in
one episode. The result of every simulation is shown as the average
of 104 episodes.
The conﬁgurations of the simulations in the tables are charac-
terized as the following: i.e. in the normal cases, two–A and ﬁve–A
are given as basic cases with two arms and ﬁve arms. The intervals
of the expected values, |a+1 −a|, in two–B and ﬁve–B is smaller
than ones in the A cases. The variances 2a in two–C and ﬁve–C is
larger than ones in the A cases. In the binary cases, each hit prob-
ability qa is given as around 0.1 (in low case), 0.5 (mid) and 0.9
(high).
Conventional methods for controlled experiments: We com-
pared the proposedmethodswith conventional ones: i.e. (i) sample
mean of rewards as a value function with -greedy policy, (ii)
UCB1 algorithm with greedy policy, (iii) UCB1-tuned algorithm
with greedy policy.
(i) A sample mean of rewards can be used as one of the sim-
plest value function: i.e. Qa,na := X¯a,na . In -greedy policy, the
probability with which the agent selects an arm a is given as⎧⎪ 
Pr(selecting arm a) =
⎨
⎪⎩
(1 − ) + |A| (a = arg maxa′∈A Qa′,na′ )

|A| (otherwise)
(36)
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Table 1
Tasks of normal cases.
No. X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 Play
two–A N(0, 12) N(0.5, 12) 2×103
two–B N(0, 12) N(0.1, 12) 20×103
two–C N(0, 32) N(0.5, 32) 10×103
ﬁve–A N(0, 12) N(0.5, 12) N(1.0, 12) N(1.5, 12) N(2.0, 12) 10×103
ﬁve–B N(0, 12) N(0.1, 12) N(0.2, 12) N(0.3, 12) N(0.4, 12) 20×103
ﬁve–C N(0, 32) N(0.5, 32) N(1.0, 32) N(1.5, 32) N(2.0, 32) 10×103
Table 2
Tasks of binary cases.
No. q1 q2 q3 q4 q5 q6 q7 q8 q9 q10 q11 Play
low 1 0.05 0.15 2×103
low 2 0.095 0.105 100×103
low 3 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.14 0.15 100×103
mid 1 0.45 0.55 2×103
mid 2 0.495 0.505 100×103
mid 3 0.45 0.46 0.47 0.48 0.49 0.50 0.51 0.52 0.53 0.54 0.55 100×103
3
.90
(
p
t

v
p
4
m
(
(
s
t
B
b
m
4
r
T
mhigh 1 0.85 0.95
high 2 0.895 0.905
high 3 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.88 0.89 0
where |A| is the number of arms which the agent can selects.
Thismethod is applied in thenormal cases and thebinary cases.
(ii) UCB1 algorithm which was proposed by Auer et al. (2002) is
expressed as
Qa,na = X¯a,na +
√
2 ln n
na
. (37)
Greedy policy is used for the value function. This method is
applied in the normal cases and the binary cases.
iii) UCB1-tuned algorithm which is a method for binary cases was
also proposed by Auer et al. (2002). The value function of it is
expressed as
Qa,na = X¯a,na +
√√√√ lnn
na
min
{
1
4
,
1
na
na∑
i=1
r2
a,i
− X¯2a,na +
√
2 ln n
na
}
. (38)
Greedy policy is used for the value function. This method is
applied only in the binary cases.
Settings of parameters of methods: In each simulation of our
roposed methods, pg =99.865 is used as the value of the guaran-
ee probability, and it implies the buffering term is 3 interval. In
-greedy policy of the controlled experiments, we select the best
alue of  such that it can provide the best performance for a given
roblem, where 0≤≤1 and  : =0.01m (m=0, 1, . . ., 100).
.2. Results of numerical experiments
In this section, we show the results of the numerical experi-
ents conﬁgured in the previous section. Our proposed methods
i.e. Overtake as (21), Overtake-tuned as (22), Binary-Overtake as
33) or (35)) are compared with the conventional methods (i.e.
ample mean with -greedy policy as (36), UCB1 as (37), UCB1-
uned as (38)) with respect to accuracy rate and regret. ˆ˛ a,na of
inary-Overtake with Poisson approximation (33) is determined
y the bisection method, which is one of well-known root-ﬁnding
ethods, based on Eq. (32).
.2.1. Normal cases
Accuracy rate in normal cases: Figs. 1 and 2 show the accuracy
ate of each method for the number of plays in the normal cases.
here are the cases in which Overtake cannot show good perfor-
ance. The Overtaking Condition (2) might be often unfulﬁlled in2×10
100×103
0.91 0.92 0.93 0.94 0.95 100×103
Overtake, since unbiased variance does not give an estimate with
sufﬁciently high precision in the small number of plays. On the
other hand, Overtake-tuned outperforms the other methods in all
cases. The condition (2) might be more often fulﬁlled in Overtake-
tuned since the coefﬁcient  becomes sufﬁciently large.
Regret in normal cases. Figs. 3 and 4 show the regret of each
method for the number of plays in the normal cases. Overtake-
tuned also outperforms the other methods with respect to the
regret, although Overtake does not show good performance.
The growth of regret of Overtake-tuned seems to nearly equal
C(1−n−d) in the latter half of these graphswhere C>0 and 0<d1
are real constants.
4.2.2. Binary cases
Accuracy rate in binary cases: Figs. 5–7 show the accuracy rate
of each method for the number of plays in the binary cases. Binary-
Overtake outperforms the other conventional methods in almost
all the cases and at least nearly equals ones in the other cases.
Regret in binary cases: Figs. 8–10 show the regret of each
method for thenumberofplays in thebinary cases. Binary-overtake
also achieves the better results in almost all the cases with respect
to the regret as well as accuracy rate.
4.3. Analyses
Weconsider themechanismofOvertakingmethod referring the
results of the numerical experiments and behavior of the value
functions in this section.
Fig. 11 shows the accuracy rate and the regret in the ﬁnal
state for each method and each task. It exhibits the dominance of
Overtake-tuned for the normal cases and Binary-Overtake for the
binary cases. These results of the proposed methods are character-
ized as the stability of accuracy rate. This fact suggests that these
methods can eventually select the optimal arm even if a given task
is hard to solve and it leads relatively large regret.
On the other hand, Overtake underperforms the other meth-
ods, although Overtake-tuned and Binary-Overtake successfully
achieve good performance. The Overtaking Condition (2) might be
often unfulﬁlled in Overtake, since unbiased variance does not give
an estimate with sufﬁciently high precision in the small number of
plays. The condition (2) might be more often fulﬁlled in Overtake-
tuned and Binary-Overtake.
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Fig. 1. Accuracy rate of two–A (left), two–B (center) and two–C (right).
Fig. 2. Accuracy rate of ﬁve–A (left), ﬁve–B (center) and ﬁve–C (right).
Fig. 3. Regret of two–A (left), two–B (center) and two–C (right).
Fig. 4. Regret of ﬁve–A (left), ﬁve–B (center) and ﬁve–C (right).Fig. 5. Accuracy rate of low 1 (left), low 2 (center) and low 3 (right).
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Fig. 6. Accuracy rate of mid 1 (left), mid 2 (center) and mid 3 (right).
Fig. 7. Accuracy rate of high 1 (left), high 2 (center) and high 3 (right).
Fig. 8. Regret of low 1 (left), low 2 (center), low 3 (right).
Fig. 9. Regret of mid 1 (left), mid 2 (center) and mid 3 (right).
, high
O
(
t
FFig. 10. Regret of high 1 (left)
Figs. 12 and 13 show the series of the value functionQ of Binary-
vertake for the binary bandit problem which has three arms, B 0
q0 = 0.6), B 1 (q1 =0.5) and B 2 (q2 =0.4). Figs. 14 and 15 show
he series of the value function Q of UCB1 for the same problem.
igs. 13 and 15 are the enlarged graphs of Figs. 12 and 14.2 (center) and high 3 (right).
These ﬁgures exhibit the difference between our proposed
methods and UCB algorithms in the learning mechanism. In UCB
algorithms, regrowth of the value functions for deselected arms
arises from the effect of the term of lnnwhere n is the total number
of plays. Consequently UCB algorithms does not stop exploring and
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Fig. 11. The accuracy rate and the regret in the ﬁnal state for each method.
Fig. 12. The series of the value function Q in Binary-Overtake.
Fig. 13. The enlarged graph of Fig. 12.
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Fig. 14. The series of the value function Q in UCB1.
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oes not forsake suboptimal solutions, to ﬁnd the optimal solution
ore certainly.
On the other hand, Overtaking method does not have the
egrowth of the value functions for deselected arms. This method
s based on the sand-sifter mechanism, and success or failure of it
epend on whether the value function fulﬁlls the Overtaking Con-
ition (2) or not. Overtake-tuned and Binary-Overtake successfully
chieve good performance, since the value functions of them can
ulﬁll the condition with sufﬁciently high probability. Moreover,
e are able to control the probability ofwhether the value function
ulﬁlls the condition or not, by the guarantee probability.
The quantitative evaluation of reactivity of regret for the guar-
ntee probability will be researched by our future article.
. ConclusionsA multi-armed bandit problem is a search problem on which
learning agent must select the optimal arm among multiple
lot machines generating random rewards. Lai and Robbins (1985)graph of Fig. 14.
show that the lower bound of the regret grows at logarithmic order
of n when the regret grows at polynomial order of n for each arm,
where n is the total number of plays in a multi-armed bandit prob-
lem. UCB algorithm is based on the result of Lai and Robbins: i.e.
it must keep selecting suboptimal arms with the frequency of the
polynomial order of n. This situation is realized by the square root
of logarithmic regrowth of value function with respect to subopti-
mal arms in UCB algorithms. Consequently UCB algorithm achieves
logarithmic regret performance by coordinating balance between
exploration and exploitation.
Since UCB algorithms, researchers have empirically known that
optimistic value functions exhibit good performance in multi-
armed bandit problems. The optimismmight suggest that the value
function is sufﬁciently larger than the sample mean of rewards.
The ﬁrst deﬁnition of UCB algorithm is focused on the optimiza-
tion of regret, as the above, and it is not directly based on the
optimism of a value function. We need to think the reason why
the optimism derives good performance in multi-armed bandit
problems.
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In the present article, we proposed a new method, which is
alled Overtaking method, to solve multi-armed bandit problems.
he value function of the proposed method is deﬁned as an upper
ound of a conﬁdence interval with respect to an estimator of
xpected value of reward. It asymptotically approaches to the
xpected value of reward from the upper bound. The sand-sifter
echanism proved the following situation: i.e. if the value func-
ion is larger than the expected value under the asymptote, then
he learning agent is almost sure to be able to obtain the optimal
rm. Consequently the proposed methods based on the sand-sifter
echanismachievehighaccuracy rates. Regrowthofvalue function
f deselected arms does not arise in the proposed method, which
chieves low regret. The learning agent can play only the current
est arm in each time step.
Biologically, the optimism bias is known as a cognitive bias
n higher brain functions (Fox, 2012; Shepperd et al., 2002). We
ention a biological implication of our study: i.e. the effect of
ptimism, which has been researched in cognitive sciences and
ight be mainly dealt with as a higher brain function. Our study
uggests that optimism derives effects for learning in a primi-
ive layer based on a statistical mechanism. In multi-armed bandit
roblems, the learning agent must select an arm with maximum
xpected reward as soon as possible, to maximize the total reward
hich the agent obtains. In Overtaking methods, the expected
eward estimated optimistically as the value function enhances
he compatibility between exploration and exploitation, since the
elected arm is always the current best arm (i.e. exploitation)
nd the action selecting arm makes excessive optimism shrink by
ncreasing the number of selecting the arm (i.e. exploration). Opti-
ism might have importance in multiple layer of cognition and
earning.
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ppendix A.
In binary cases, each reward follows a Bernoulli distribution.
he total reward follows a binomial distribution, which has two
ell-known approximation: i.e. a normal distribution and a Pois-
on distribution. We use these two approximated distributions
or Binary-Overtake, therefore we deﬁne the switching criteria to
ecide adistribution touse. If the following conditional inequations
re fulﬁlled, then the normal approximation (35) is used:
.3450m−0.2333 ≤ X¯a,m ≤ 1 − 0.3450m−0.2333, 10
m
≤ X¯a,m. (39)
The above ﬁrst inequation on (39) is derived from the follow-
ng inequation with respect to the comparison of distance on the
istributions:
m
|fbinomial(k) − fnormal(k)| <
m∑
|fbinomial(k) − fpoisson(k)|, (40)
k=0 k=0
hich is calculated numerically with respect to the two parameter
∈ N ∪ {0} and q ∈ (0,1) ⊂ R. and it derives the ﬁrst inequation
n the switching criteria (39), where the functions on the aboveems 135 (2015) 55–65 65
inequation are deﬁned as
fbinomial(k) := mCkqk(1 − q)m−k, (41)
fnormal(k) :=
1√
2mq(1 − q)
exp
(
− (k − mq)
2
2mq(1 − q)
)
, (42)
fpoisson(k) :=
(mq)k e−mq
k!
. (43)
Moreover, the second inequation of the switching criteria (39)
implies a classical ad hoc criterion
10 ≤ mX¯a,m ≈ mq. (44)
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